
C-ITS Corridor “Roadworks Warning in Context”: 
Purpose and objectives of this TPEG + ETSI G5 Trial  

1 Summary 

The BASt is organizing a “Roadworks Warning in Context” trial within the German C-ITS Corridor 

project. Purpose of this trial is to determine appropriate methods/harmonized information in order 

to provide Roadworks information (as a first “day 1” application) to drivers both via ETSI G5 

technology and as Traffic Information (TPEG via Digital Broadcast/IP) – see Figure 1. 

The practical trial is planned for the fall of 2015 where road works information is provided both via 

WLAN (DENM over ETSI G5) and service providers (TPEG protocol over DAB or IP). Necessary 

information for the TPEG feed is published on the MDM (as DATEXII). In preparation of this trial, a 

series of preparation workshops is planned. 

This practical trial is the first attempt to create a holistic view on (co-operative) ITS and to harmonise 

across delivery technologies, and ITS standards. This practical trial should provide insights and 

answers to the following questions: 

1. What are necessary information/warning items when driving towards roadworks from afar 

(e.g. 50km out) unto approaching at close range (100’s of meters); when to inform a driver? 

2. What is needed to ensure a consistent user experience, even though information is 

provided along the way via different channels with different encodings, different location 

precision, with different timeliness of information? 

3. What standards extensions (DENM / DATEXII / TPEG) shall be initiated to ensure such a 

consistent user experience? 

This practical trial should be interesting for OEMs, receiver manufacturers, and service providers. 

The remainder of this document provides further details of this trial and plans (see Figure 1). 

Your participation is kindly invited! 

Figure 1: Road Works Warning concept with feed to the Mobility Data Marketplace (MDM) and Service Providers 
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